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Key takeaways
• Payers offering government-purchased or subsidized plans must
build and implement specific APIs, or standardized data transfer

infrastructures, for patient information and provider directories by
July 1, 2021. They will also have to enable payer-to-payer data

exchange by January 1, 2022.
• Patients can request personal clinical and claims data through thirdparty apps, creating opportunities for better engagement and
introducing a new player to the payer-member relationship.
• Payers will have access to historical medical information for new
members, helping them identify and address care quality gaps and

improve their risk adjustment coding.
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What is it?
On March 6, 2020, CMS finalized the Interoperability and Patient Access rule,

building upon existing legislation to push for greater data exchange across the
health care system. The regulation requires payers participating CHIP, Medicaid,
and Medicare as well as plans on federal exchanges to make personal clinical

and claims data accessible to members upon request. Affected payers must
facilitate this data exchange by building application programming interfaces
(APIs), or data infrastructures that allow third parties to connect to payers’
internal databases. Once health plans have implemented their APIs, third-party

apps can request and retrieve health information on behalf of members.
Payers are required to build two separate APIs: a Patient Access API to house
their personalized patient data, and a Provider Directory API to maintain an upto-date list of in-network providers. While this rule doesn't require payers to build
an API for the exchange of data from payer to payer, CMS included this

requirement in their proposed Interoperability and Prior Authorization Rule, which
has been temporarily withdrawn after being finalized earlier this year. While the
compliance deadline for the Patient Access and Provider Directory APIs is July 1,

2021, the deadline for payers enabling payer-to-payer data exchange is July 1,
2022.
In addition to mandating that health plans build APIs, CMS published Fast
Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR), a set of standards that health data
housed in APIs must meet. These guidelines offer a standardized format for

health information so payers can integrate disparate data systems and create a
single, longitudinal record for every member.
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Why does it matter?
The concept of an interoperable health care system refers to the seamless, real-

time data exchange of and digital access to historical health data across payers,
providers, and patients. The health care industry has been on the path to
achieving interoperability for over a decade, and CMS' new mandate is the latest

jump toward this goal. While the rule targets payers specifically, its implications
span the entire industry. The mandate will impact how consumers interact with
their health information and give technology vendors and third-party apps the
opportunity to establish themselves as prominent players in the health care

ecosystem.
While the interoperability mandate can improve data exchange significantly,
payers will need to devote significant resources to complying with the new rules.
Payers must ensure a patient’s EHR, claims data, and formulary information
translate into FHIR-compliant APIs to create a single, patient-centric record. To

overcome the technological challenges to cleaning and mapping these data,
payers can partner with vendors to build the required APIs. In addition to helping
payers prepare for baseline compliance, vendors can overhaul payers' data

infrastructures to enable other automated functions that reduce administrative
burden.
Third-party apps that connect to APIs will gain the ability to repackage health
data and market it directly to the consumer. In doing so, these apps can gain a
foothold to grow in the health industry. Depending on how apps engage

consumers, they have the potential to significantly disrupt the current methods
consumers use to access their health data. While third-party apps will gain
access to health information through APIs, their privacy and security protocols

are still major concerns for payers. To address these concerns, payers are
required to educate their members on how they can access their health
information and publish guidance on how to choose apps with robust privacy
protocols.
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How does it work?
Payers impacted by the rules are those regulated by CMS, including Medicare

Advantage organizations, Medicaid and CHIP FFS and managed care
organizations, and issuers of individual Qualified Health Plans (QHPs) on
Federally Facilitated Exchanges. These payers must abide by HL7 FHIR

standards when building their APIs. HL7 FHIR is a technological standard for
how health information can be exchanged among different computer systems. To
see a summary of the data available over each API, refer to the table below.
Patient Access API

Provider Directory API

Payer-to-payer Exchange

Claims data,
encounter data,
formulary
information, and
clinical data

Provider names,
specialties, addresses,
phone numbers, and
network status

Plans must be able to
exchange USCDI1 data with
other payers for new and
former members from the last
five years

The Patient Access API must allow patients to access their data from January 1,

2016. Consumers can download a third-party app to their smart device and give
apps permission to retrieve their health data from their payer. Once data is
accessed by third-party apps, it no longer falls under HIPAA guidelines, and apps

must follow Federal Trade Commission guidelines for health information. Payers
cannot deny apps access to their APIs unless the app threatens the privacy of
the payer’s internal systems. However, payers can proactively inform their
members about apps that pose privacy risks when handling their health data.
As required by the Provider Directory API provision, health plans must also make

in-network provider directory information available within 30 days of the receipt
of new data. The Payer-to-Payer Data Exchange rule covers the exchange of
patient data between payers when a member leaves one plan and joins another.
While this interoperability rule requires this data exchange, the proposed Prior

Authorization rule mandates that it must be done via a FHIR-based API.
1. United States Core Data for Interoperability version 1 is the national standard set of health
data classes and elements used for interoperable health information exchange
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Conversations you should
be having

01

02
03
04

Assess the what steps remain in building FHIR-compliant APIs,
including whether to leverage vendors for technology solutions
for data cleaning and mapping.

Evaluate the privacy protocols and functionality of third-party
apps to see which apps align with your organization’s larger

business goals.

Create an engagement plan to educate members on newly

accessible data and how to protect the privacy of their health
information.

Identify opportunities that interoperability creates to improve care
management, streamline other business operations, and
differentiate yourself in the market.

These conversations may help you meet compliance deadlines and identify
opportunities to integrate interoperability into your larger business strategy.
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Related content
Advisory Board resources

External resources

OUR TAKE

DATA STANDARDS

Harnessing Interoperability for
Strategic Benefit

The CARIN Trust Framework and
Code of Conduct

Read now

Read now

WEBINAR

BLOG POST

Digital Health Spotlight Series:
Changing the Interoperability
Landscape

How health plans can mitigate bumps
along the road to implementing CMS’
interoperability rules

Read now

Read now

WEBINAR

Your guide to HHS’ final
interoperability rules
Read now
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LEGAL CAVEAT
Advisory Board has made efforts to verify the accuracy of the information it provides to members. This report relies on data obtained from many
sources, however, and Advisory Board cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information provided or any analysis based thereon. In addition,
Advisory Board is not in the business of giving legal, medical, accounting, or other professional advice, and its reports sho uld not be construed as
professional advice. In particular, members should not rely on any legal commentary in this report as a basis for action, or assume that any tactics
described herein would be permitted by applicable law or appropriate for a given member’s situation. Members are advised to consult with
appropriate professionals concerning legal, medical, tax, or accounting issues, before implementing any of these tactics. Nei ther Advisory Board
nor its officers, directors, trustees, employees, and agents shall be liable for any claims, liabilities, or expenses relating to (a) any errors or
omissions in this report, whether caused by Advisory Board or any of its employees or agents, or sources or other third parties, (b) any
recommendation or graded ranking by Advisory Board, or (c) failure of member and its employees and agents to abide by the terms set forth herein.
Advisory Board and the “A” logo are registered trademarks of The Advisory Board Company in the United States and other countries. Members are
not permitted to use these trademarks, or any other trademark, product name, service name, trade name, and logo of Advisory Board without prior
written consent of Advisory Board. All other trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos used within the se pages are the
property of their respective holders. Use of other company trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos o r images of the
same does not necessarily constitute (a) an endorsement by such company of Advisory Board and its products and services, or (b) an
endorsement of the company or its products or services by Advisory Board. Advisory Board is not affiliated with any such comp any.

IMPORTANT: Please read the following.
Advisory Board has prepared this report for the exclusive use of its members. Each member acknowledges and agrees that this report and
the information contained herein (collectively, the “Report”) are confidential and proprietary to Advisory Board. By accepting delivery of this Report,
each member agrees to abide by the terms as stated herein, including the following:
1. Advisory Board owns all right, title, and interest in and to this Report. Except as stated herein, no right, license, permission, or interest of any
kind in this Report is intended to be given, transferred to, or acquired by a member. Each member is authorized to use this R eport only to the
extent expressly authorized herein.
2. Each member shall not sell, license, republish, or post online or otherwise this Report, in part or in whole. Each member shall not disseminate
or permit the use of, and shall take reasonable precautions to prevent such dissemination or use of, this Report by (a) any o f its employees and
agents (except as stated below), or (b) any third party.
3. Each member may make this Report available solely to those of its employees and agents who (a) are registered for the worksho p or
membership program of which this Report is a part, (b) require access to this Report in order to learn from the information d escribed herein,
and (c) agree not to disclose this Report to other employees or agents or any third party. Each member shall use, and shall ensure that its
employees and agents use, this Report for its internal use only. Each member may make a limited number of copies, solely as a dequate for
use by its employees and agents in accordance with the terms herein.
4. Each member shall not remove from this Report any confidential markings, copyright notices, and/or other similar indicia here in.

5. Each member is responsible for any breach of its obligations as stated herein by any of its employees or agents.
6. If a member is unwilling to abide by any of the foregoing obligations, then such member shall promptly return this Report and all copies thereof
to Advisory Board.
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